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CEJ
C offers the following in response to the workiing group’s rrequest for ccomments onn
moving to
t company reporting
r
off MCAS morre frequentlyy than once a year.
CEJ
C supports and strongly
y recommen
nds moving tto quarterly rreporting off MCAS.
Starting Point for Discussion:
D
Purpose an
nd Goals of M
MCAS
In
n evaluating any proposaal for MCAS
S, it is usefull to start with
th the purposse and goals of
MCAS. This is partiicularly impo
ortant becau
use of industrry’s penchannt for creatinng new purpooses
over timee. The purpo
ose of MCA
AS is to proviide insuranc e market reggulators withh data for maarket
analysis. The purposse of market analysis, in turn, is to ennable insuraance market rregulators too
monitor consumer
c
ou
utcomes in in
nsurance maarkets to, onee, identify acctual or poteential markett
problemss, generally, and two, ideentify actuall or potentiall problem liccensees, speccifically. Thhe
uses of MCAS
M
and market
m
analysis are to hellp focus reguulatory resouurces – whetther those
resourcess are directed
d towards co
onsumer info
ormation neccessary to adddress a marrket failure, aan
investigaation into pottential or acttual consumeer abuses orr violations oor enforcemeent and otherr
activitiess along the reegulatory continuum.
Benefits of More Frrequent MC
CAS Reportiing
With
W this und
derstanding of
o the purposse of MCAS
S, more data – specificallly, MCAS
quarterly
y reporting in
nstead of ann
nual reportin
ng – better seerves regulattors, licensees and
consumers. As a gen
neral proposiition, more data
d will alm
most always bbe better thaan less data. The
insurancee industry’s movement towards
t
Big Data and usse of granulaar, consumerr-specific
informatiion in markeeting, sales, pricing,
p
claim
ms and anti--fraud effortss is graphic evidence of
industry’s belief that more data is better than
n less data.
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Quarterly Reporting of MCAS offers a number of benefits for improved market analysis,
including:
1. More timely data. Currently MCAS data is available for analysis by regulators about 20
months after the beginning of the experience reporting period and 8 months after the end
of the experience reporting period. With this type of time lag, MCAS is distant historical
view of licensee market performance and consumer treatment.
2. Improved market analysis. Quarterly reporting of MCAS means that market analysis –
for a market or individual licensees – can be performed on a timelier basis. More timely
analysis means less consumer harm if problems exist and the capability for more proactive market regulation. More timely data also means greater ability to respond to
legislative or executive requests for policy and impact analysis. More granular data
means greater opportunities for distinguishing data anomalies from market problems.
3. Ease/level the workload of market regulators. With current annual MCAS reporting,
all analyses of MCAS must be done annually. With quarterly reporting, market
regulators can spread various analyses relying on current MCAS data throughout the
year. For example, a state employing Level 1 and Level 2 Market Analyses might
analyze one-fourth of its licensees utilizing the most recent quarterly MCAS.
4. Improved data quality. More frequent reporting means greater opportunities for data
quality review and identification of outliers that might otherwise be hidden in bigger data
sets. More frequent reporting means more frequent feedback to reporting companies on
data quality issues, resulting in better data.
5. Reduced Need for Special Data Calls. With more frequent MCAS reporting, market
regulators are more likely to have timely information needed when issues arise, lessening
the need for expensive and less reliable special data calls.
Industry Opposition – Cost/Benefit
Industry will oppose more frequent reporting of MCAS, claiming, among other things,
great cost to licensees for quarterly reporting. In response, we offer several points. First, the
relevant measure is not cost alone, but cost in relation to benefit. The benefits to regulators,
insurers and consumers are great. The benefits to regulators are improved and timelier market
analysis. The benefits to insurers are improved market analysis resulting in more focused
regulatory efforts on market problems instead of data problems. The benefits to consumers are
more timely and pro-active market regulation.
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Second, the incremental cost of reporting MCAS quarterly versus annually should be
modest. Licensees have already written programs to extract MCAS data from their data systems.
These reporting programs would need to be modified to capture quarterly instead of annual
experience. As with any routine data reporting – as opposed to special data calls – initial
reporting is more likely to have problems (programming errors, misunderstanding definitions)
that are worked out with improved data quality over time. Since MCAS has been in place for
several lines for several years, the cost of quarterly reporting will be re-writing programs to
generate the MCAS reports and more frequent reviews of data before submission by reporting
companies. These costs are not significant in absolute terms and are small in comparison to the
benefits of quarterly reporting.
Third, there are numerous examples of quarterly – or more frequent – reporting of data by
insurers, including:



Insurers’ quarterly reporting of fast track experience for most property casualty
personal and commercial lines of insurance;
The Texas Department of Insurance statistical plans for commercial lines and private
passenger automobile requires quarterly reporting while the statistical plan for
residential property requires monthly reporting.

Regulators’ Concerns
Regulators have expressed some concerns with more frequent MCAS reporting,
including more work for regulators and questions about how quarterly data would be used.
More Tools, Not More Work
As discussed above, quarterly reporting of MCAS does not mean four times as many
Level 1 and/or Level 2 analyses. Rather, quarterly MCAS reporting means a greater ability to
spread company-specific market analysis work throughout the year as well as the ability to
analyze more recent market activity than currently possible with annual reporting.
Quarterly reporting of MCAS creates a greater opportunity and need for the NAIC to
develop and deploy data analysis tools. With more frequent MCAS reporting, there are new and
improved opportunities for comparative and trend analyses and greater opportunity and need for
data visualization and analysis tools. As regulators from Wisconsin have demonstrated in recent
years, these data visualization and analysis tools are available and being used.
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More Training and Assistance from NAIC Analysts
The NAIC is already providing the central data collection, data quality review and data
cleaning for MCAS. As with the NAIC’s support for state financial analysts, the NAIC can
improve the tools and analytics it provides for market analysts.
Implementation Strategy
If the NAIC decides to move towards quarterly reporting of MCAS, an implementation
plan should be discussed and developed. However, the implementation strategy should not
confuse the fundamental analysis of the costs and benefits of quarterly reporting of MCAS.

